
1 Background

In the Ethereum 2.0 blockchain, security will be provided by a number of validators
who have deposited a certain amount of money (called stake) to guarantee their
honesty (dishonest behaviour results in this stake taken away, an action that is called
the “slashing” of a validator). Validators regularly have to sign attestations that the
Merkle root of the data on a certain shard has a certain value. This is so that the
beacon chain, the central coordinating element of Ethereum 2.0, knows the states the
shards are in, and can thus facilitate safe cross-shard communication.

A majour problem of these kinds of constructions in blockchains is the so called
“data availability problem”: while working with Merkle roots saves a lot of data, the
whole system can stall if the actual data belonging to some Merkle root is not available
(either because validators are going offline or because of malicious behaviour). We
want to minimise this problem by forcing every validator attesting to a Merkle root
to also download the corresponding data. This is better than just writing it into the
guidelines for honest behaviour, as it means the rational behaviour is also the honest
behaviour.

The proof of custody is a scheme for validators to “prove” that they have actually
seen the block data for an attestation (the source of the Merkle root). In order to do
this, they commit to a single bit upon signing an attestation. If this bit is incorrect,
they can be challenged at a later point in time and will be slashed if the challenge is
successful.

The reason why one single bit is sufficient is that while the validator might provide
the correct bit by guessing half of the time, the penalty is so huge that it is not worth
doing this for any validator.

A proof of custody bit has to be computed once for each attestation, which means
every 6.4 minutes.

2 Proof of custody secret

Each validator has a secret validator privkey. Each “proof of custody period”
(which is a period lasting about 9 days), they compute their temporary proof of
custody secret as the BLS signature of a public function r(p) of the current proof of
custody period number: secret[p] = BLS sign(key=validator privkey,

msg=r(p)). This secret is used to compute 2048 custody bits and then revealed. We
use the BLS12-381 curves for pairings; public keys are in G1 which is the smaller
group with coordinates in Fq, hence signatures (such as the proof of custody secret)
are G2 elements with coordinates in Fq2 .

If the proof of custody secret is revealed early, a validator with knowledge of it
can report this and slash the validator. The rationale is that validators should not
outsource the computation of the proof of custody bit, which would be easy by just
giving the secret to someone else – made dangerous due to the slashing condition.

3 MPC-friendlyness goal

In certain cases, people want to split their secret across several machines, either to
protect themselves in case someone compromises a single machine, or because the
stake was paid by several parties who do not fully trust each other.

The Ethereum 2.0 protocol will not provide any support for this MPC at protocol
level, but the aim is to enable it.

Typical pool sizes will be between 3 and 10 parties, and ideally it would be nice
to be able to split the secret with up to 100 parties.
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4 Legendre bit

The Legendre symbol
(

a
q

)
for a prime q is defined as 0 if q|a, 1 if a is a quadratic

residue (mod q) and −1 otherwise. Given a number x ∈ Fq define the “Legendre
bit” as

Lq(x) = d1
2

((
x

q

)
+ 1

)
e ∈ {0, 1}. (1)

Note that Lq(0) = 1, which is the only case in which rounding up is necessary.

4.1 Legendre PRF

The Legendre PRF for a key K ∈ Zq is defined as

Lq,K(x) = Lq(K + x) (2)

5 Polynomial universal hash function

Given some data x, divide it into n subchunks of 48 bytes (the last chunk shoud
be zero-padded at the end). Let xi be the i-th chunk interpreted as a little-endian
integer. The polynomial universal hash function for a key K is defined as:

HK(x) =

n−1∑
i=0

xiK
i (3)

6 Legendre + UHF MAC

The Legendre + UHF MAC is defined as

legendre uhf macq,J,K(x) = Lq,K(HJ(x)) (4)

7 Proof of custody bit computation

The proof of custody secret, which is an element in G2, can be represented by one
variable in s ∈ Fq2 (the other coordinate can be computed from this and one additional
bit). This number in Fq2 can be represented using its coefficients s0, s1 ∈ Fq.

Given an input z of length 512 · n bytes, divide it into 512-byte chunks zi (i =
0 . . . n− 1). Then compute the chunk bits

ci = legendre uhf macq,si%2,si+1%2
(zi) (5)

Interpret this bitfield as a little-endian number and compute its Legendre bit, i.e.

proof of custodyq,s0,s1(z) = legendre uhf macq,s0,s1

(
n−1∑
i=0

2i · ci

)
. (6)

8 Questions

Current question for this construction:
1. Is there anything additional that can be said about the safety of this construc-

tion over the simple Legendre symbol PRF given by Lq,K(x) for a secret s? Safe
means that it is not feasible for a polynomially bounded adversary to extract the
secrets s0 and s1 from a number of proof of custody bits.

2. We want to prevent validators from being able to outsource the computation
of the proof of custody, without also giving away the secret numbers s0 and s1 to
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the other party. Is there an easy way to outsource to an external party in this
construction?

3. Which MPC constructions are most efficient for honest-majourity computation
of the proof of custody bit?

In practice, the length of the input z will be 2 MB, and 2048 proof of custody bits
have to be computed and published. The size of the prime q is 381 bits.
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